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1. SUMMARY 
 

1.1 This report details the process undertaken to identify the Roads Reconstruction 
Capital Programme for the Bute and Cowal Area for the financial year 1st April 
2012 to 31st March 2013 and presents a draft programme for consideration by 
Area Committee and subsequently for budget allocation by Council in February 
2012.   

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

2.1 It is recommended that Members note this report. 
 

3         DETAIL 
 

3.1 The roads reconstruction capital programme has been determined through a 
series of workshops with technical officers from the Roads Operation and 
Network Management teams. Representatives from the Council’s Partner 
Organisation (Breedon) will assist the detailed design process prior to the 
construction phase. 
 

3.2 As in previous years, the budget for the 2012/13 Capital Programme will be 
allocated to each Local Committee Area on the basis of the Capital Expenditure 
Formula as agreed by Council Strategic Policy Committee on 8th December 
2005. An overall provisional budget of £5m has been utilised of which, £1.0m is 
allocated to B&C. A breakdown of this provisional allocation is presented in 
Appendix 1 and will be confirmed by Council at the meeting on 2nd February 
2012. 

 
3.3 To assess road condition, the Council carries out automated road condition 

surveys on an annual basis as follows; 

• 100% of A Class roads are surveyed 

• 50% of B Class roads 

• 25% of C Class roads 

• 10% of Unclassified roads 
 

Consequently, the survey data can be up to 10 years old. 
 

3.4 These surveys provide a consistent method of measuring the surface condition 
of carriageways and utilise a range of road condition parameters (including ride 
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quality, rut depth, cracking, texture depth and edge condition) to arrive at a 
road condition index. Schemes were prioritised by road condition and a 
weighting applied to road hierarchy (i.e. to ensure the strategic road network is 
given precedence thereby prioritising routes contributing to economic growth 
and quality of life). 

 
3.5 Workshops commenced in September 2011 and were held on an Area by Area 

basis. Area technical staff presented a draft list of schemes and provided 
technical justification and budget scheme cost estimates. 

 
3.6 The draft list of schemes was reviewed against the automated road condition 

survey data carried out in summer 2010 (the latest survey data (Summer 2011) 
was not due to be released until November 2011).  

 
3.7 The network has suffered a significant amount of damage as a result of severe 

winter weather over the period November 2010 to March 2011- damage which 
would be evident in this year’s survey. As a result of the lag in receipt of survey 
data, precedence was given to Area technical staff advice regarding scheme 
priorities. Each scheme was then assessed against the 2010 survey data and 
the correlation noted. 

 
3.8 A gap analysis was carried out to determine if any schemes had been ranked 

higher than the schemes proposed by the Area technical staff. We consistently 
found that these schemes had either been delivered in 2011 or were narrow 
remote tracks of lesser consequence. 

 
3.9 The identified schemes were ranked by road condition within the budgetary 

constraints detailed above to provide the draft Capital Programme. This was 
issued with the Initial Business Case to Strategic Asset Management on 5th 
October 2011. 

 
3.10  A second round of workshops was held in October/November 2011 to 

assess each scheme in detail and to challenge scheme priorities, surfacing 
proposals and budget cost estimates. In addition, accident data and slippery 
road survey data was analysed as this could impact on the choice of surfacing. 

 
3.11 The detailed scheme workshops also considered; 
 

• Potential impact from Forestry Operations, 

• Potential for supplementary funding (e.g. from Forestry), 

• Hybrid scheme  requirements (e.g. to include drainage repairs, road 
signing improvements, safety schemes etc), 

• Utility Company works and warranty issues impacting potentially on 
programme and delivery, 

• Environmental, flooding, geotechnical issues, 

• Local Community initiatives or priorities, 

• Impact on Economy (e.g. tourism, ports). 
 
It is our intention when delivering the capital programme, to take an holistic 
view of the schemes and use the associated traffic management/road closures 
as an opportunity to clean signs, cut back scrub, clean the gullies and drains 
and pick up any litter etc. 
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3.12 The output from the detailed workshop was documented and an example is 
attached at Appendix 2. 
  

3.13 The resultant Roads Reconstruction Capital Programme for the financial year 
2012/13 is presented in Appendix 3. It should be noted that this is a draft 
programme which may need to be amended to suit budgetary constraints and 
revised scheme priorities which could arise as a result of continued 
deterioration during the winter period November 2011 to March 2012.  

 
4 CONCLUSION 

 
4.1 A series of workshops has been undertaken with Area technical staff to 

determine and justify the Roads Reconstruction Capital Programme for the 
financial year 2012/13. 
 

4.2 The Capital Programme is a draft list of schemes prioritised by observed road 
condition and backed up by automated road condition survey data. 

 
4.3 The Capital programme has been developed within an assumed overall budget 

of £5m and with £1.0m allocated to the B&C area. 
 
4.4 The Capital Programme may alter to suit budgetary constraints and revised 

scheme priorities which could arise as a result of continued deterioration during 
the winter period November 2011 to March 2012.  

 
 Policy: The road network will be maintained in line with the Council’s 

‘Road Maintenance & Asset Management Plan’ and its associated 
policies and procedures.  

 
 Financial: The Capital Maintenance budget will be set by Council in 

February 2012.  
 
 Without significant and sustained escalation in the Capital 

Maintenance budget, the Council will not be able to arrest network-
wide deterioration or maintain the network at its existing condition. 

 
 The ‘backlog’ figure advised by the SCOTS project in February 2011 

for Argyll and Bute is £162.38 million. This is the overall sum required 
to bring the network up to an acceptable standard.  

 
 The “Standstill Budget” required to maintain the network at its existing 

condition is estimated to be £11.4 million per annum. 
 
 Personnel and Equal Opportunity:  Nil  
 
For further information, please contact Graham Brown, Operations Manager (Tel: 01546 
604687) 
 
 
Jim Smith 
Head of Roads and Amenity 
November 2011 
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Appendix 1: Provisional budget assumed to determine Capital Programme 
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Appendix 2: Example of detailed scheme workshop record 
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Appendix 3: Draft Council-wide Capital Programme 
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Appendix 3 Cont’d: Draft Capital Programme – B&C 

 


